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A finite directed labeled graph G with vertices {vi)~=l and labels {~)~i~ is 
solvable with delay d, if for every sequence of labels c h -.- ok one can deter- 
mine a sequence of vertices v% "" v~ such that there is a path connecting the 
k 
vertices vt ° ... v~ k labeled g~ ..- ~ ,  and for every j v~j is determined by the sub- 
sequence a~-+t ... oJ+a only. The paper presents a family of counterexamples 
proving a new lower bound for d. A new simple proof is given for a known 
upper bound for d and a new upper bound for d is given for the case where 
the sequences of labels are restricted to a regular event. 
INDEX TERMS. Labeled directed graph, finite delay, Boolean operations and 
matrices, finite automaton, regular event. 
1. DEFINITIONS 
Let  G be a finite directed labeled graph with vertices V ~ (v l ' "v~)  
and labels taken from a finite alphabet 2~ = (a  1 ... an). X+ will denote the 
set of all nonempty words (~ sequences of symbols containing at least one 
symbol) over 27. 27+ augmented with the empty word will be denoted by 2:*. 
I f x  ~a  l " ' ' a  n~27 +then[x l  ~the lengthofx~k.  
DEFINITION 1. A graph G is solvable with respect to 2~+ if, for every 
x -~ a 1 -"  a n ~ 2]% there exist a sequence of vertices vq ,  vq ,  .., v% in the 
graph such that there is an arc with label aj going from vij_l to v/i , 
j = 1, 2,..., k (we shall say, in this case, that x can be spelled on G from initial 
vertex v/o to final vertex v/k ). 
* This research was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, 
Office of Aerospace Research, U.S. Air Force, under Grant No. 68-1408A. 
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DEFINITION 2. A graph A is solvable with respect to Z + withfinite delay d, 
if it is solvable and in addition there is a number d having the following 
properties: 
(1) For x = a 1 "'" cr k ~ Z+, k ~ d, knowledge of the prefix al "'" aa of x 
suffices for determining the initial vertex vio for spelling x. 
(2) Assume that, for j ~ k --  d -t- 1, the vertices Vio , vii ,..., vij_l have 
already been determined so that for j  ~ 1 those vertices are spelling the prefix 
or1 "'" a~-i of x, then knowledge of the d symbols a~+ 1 -.. aj+a suffices for 
determining vii, and the remaining part of x, ak-a+l "'" ak, can be spelled 
from vik_. The reader is assumed to be initiated with some (only very basic) 
notions of Automata Theory (see, e.g., [1]) for the following. 
DEFINITION 3. A graph G is solvable with respect to a regular event 
U C Z+ if it satisfies Definition 1 with x restricted to U(x ~ U), and it is 
solvable with finite delay with respect o U if it satisfies Definition 2 with x 
restricted to U. 
2. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of deciding whether a given graph is solvable or solvable with 
finite delay has been studied recently in the literature. Even and Meyer [2] 
have proved that the problem is equivalent to a problem in Boolean equations 
investigated by Wang [3]; they have given a decision procedure for solvability 
and proved that if a graph is solvable with delay d with respect to a given 
alphabet Z', then there are cases for which d is necessarily bigger than or 
equal to (n --  1) 2 (n is the number of vertices of G) and one can always take 
d ~ 2 ~2+1 --  1. In a subsequent paper Vilfan [4] proved that if a graph is 
solvable with finite delay d, then d can be assumed to be less than or equal to 
2 ~n~+l --  1. Finally, Golan [5] proved that the bounds found by Even and 
Meyer and mentioned above remain valid if the solvability notion is extended 
to regular events, (Definition 3), satisfying also some additional condition. 
Our aim in the present note is to: 
(a) Prove that there may exist graphs solvable with finite delay d, with 
d >/2 n-1 --  1 necessarily, thus closing the gap between the upper bound of 
Vilfan and the lower bound of Even and Meyer considerably. 
(b) Give a simple and direct proof to the result of Vilfan, the proof giving 
new insight into the nature of the problem and not using automata theory 
(used extensively in the proof of Vilfan). 
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(c) Extend the proof mentioned in (b) above to the case considered by 
Golan with upper bound of order of magnitude u" 2 ~%1, where u is the 
number of states of a minimal automaton defining the regular event U in 
Definition 3. 
3. REPRESENTATION OF GRAPHS BY BOOLEAN MATRICES 
Let G be a labeled directed graph with vertices V = @1 "'" %) and let 
e 27. Then A(a) = [a~a(a)] is the Boolean matrix such that aij(a) = 1 
if there is an arc labeled a from vi to v~ and aij(a) = 0 otherwise. The set of 
matrices {A(a)}o~z is determined uniquely by G and any such set of matrices 
uniquely defines a graph. Let A(x)  = A(a l ,  a 2 ,..., a~) z~ A(a l ) . . .A (a~ ) 
where x ~--- a 1 , a 2 ,..., ak E Z + and the matrices are multiplied according to 
the ordinary rules of Boolean matrix multiplication with " . "  and "+"  
representing the usual "and" and "or" Boolean operations, respectively. 
One proves easily that A(x)  -= [aij(x)] is the matrix such that 
l~ if x can be spelled on G beginning from v, and ending in vj. 
aij(x) = otherwise. 
4. A FAMILY OF COUNTEREXAMPLES 
We describe now a family of graphs Gn and a corresponding family of 
alphabeta 2J~ such that Gn is solvable with delay dn with respect o 27+ and 
2 ~-1 --  1 ~< dn ~< 2 ~ -- 2 where n is the number of vertices of G~. The 
description of G~ will be given by a family of matrices {A~(a)},~ as follows. 
Fix n and let 
(%, #1), (=~, #~),..., (%, #~),..., (%,-1_~, #2~-1_~) 
be any ordered sequence of all possible partitions of the set of vertices of 
G~ such that: o~i, fii are both nonempty and disjoint sets of vertices for all i; 
o~ i u fii = <vl "'" %); ~i v ~ ~J and c~ t 5a fij implying also that (~i, fii) 5 a 
(~j, fij) if i @ j. One proves easily that there are 2 n-1 --  1 such partitions 
(there are 2 ~ partitions all in all. The 2 partitions having first or second block 
empty should be deleted and the result divided by two to exclude the 
possibility of having two partitions which differ only in the order of their 
643/z6]5-5 
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blocks). Let X n = {el ,  ~2 .... , ae,_~} and let A(a,)  = [ai~.(ae)] (the subscript 
n in A~(ak) is omitted for the sake of simplicity) be a matrix defined as follows: 
1 if v i ~ ak and vj ff o~/c+1 or v i ~ t3k and vj ~ fl/C+l 
ai~(~)-=- 0 otherwise, 
for k = 1, 2,..., 2 n- i  - -  2, and 
for vie %--1-i and a l l j  
otherwise 
for vi ~ fi~,-l_l and all j 
otherwise. 
We shall prove first some of the properties of G n . 
PROPERTY 1. Consider the matrix A(aqaq)= A(ai~)A(aq) with i s 
i i + 1 and i i ,  i 2 ~< 2 n-1 - -  2. There is a row in A(crqcrq) all the entries of 
which are equal to one. 
Proof. As i s @ i i + 1, there is a row in A(aq) having nonzero entries in 
columns corresponding to both ai~ and fii~. By the definition of A(ai,) if that 
row in A(ai )  is mult ipl ied by A(ai,) one gets a row vector with nonzero entries 
in all entries corresponding to columns in both ~i2+i and fli~+i which means 
that the row has all its entries equal to one (ai u /3 i  = V). 
PROPERTY 2. I f  B is a matrix having a row all the entries of which are 
equal to one, then the same is true for any matrix of the form A(ai) B or 
BA(aj) 1 <~ i, j <~ 2 n-1. 
Proof. Let ~-~ be the kth row in B with all entries equal to one. For 
every i there is a row in A(ai) having a nonzero entry in its kth column and 
therefore A(~I)B will have a row all the entries of which are equal to one. 
Furthermore,  ~rkA(aj) is the Boolean sum of all the rows of A(aj) which is a 
row with all its entries equal to one, for every j ,  as one verifies easily. 
PROPERTY 3. Let x be a word x ~ Z + such that [ x [ >~ 2 n-1 - -  1, then 
A(x) has a row all the entries of which are equal to one. 
Proof. Let x = all "" crik, k /> 2 n- i  - -  1. Then  either one of the ai's is 
~2~-I-1 or one of the ai's is a2~-1 or there are two consecutive ai's in x, critai,+~, 
such that it+l =/= it ~- l .  In  all three cases A(x) will have the form 
A(xl) A(x~) A(x3) where x 2 = a2.-l_ 1 or x 2 ~-- a2~_i or x s = (Y ia i t+t  , respec- 
tively, and A(xs) will have a row all the entries of which are equal to one 
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(by the definition of the matrices A(ai) in the first two cases and by property 1 
in the third case). To complete the proof use property 2. 
PROPERTY 4. Let x E 22+ be a word with ] x I <~ 2 ~-1 - -  2. Then  there is 
a row in A(x) having some nonzero entries. 
Proof. Let x = ei 1 "" o i .  Then  one of the four cases may occur: Either 
x ~ aq ,  el1+1 ,..., ai~+k (i.e., the symbols appear in the same order as in the 
definition of G n and Z~), or air = o2n_  1 for some i t ,  or a~t : a2~ for some i t ,  
or ai,ai,+~ are such that it+ 1 v~ i, -b 1 for some i t .  The  property is easily 
verified for the first case and follows from properties 1 and 2 in the last three 
cases. 
We are now ready to prove the following: 
THEOREM 1. G~ is solvable with delay d, with 2 n-1 ~ d necessarily and 
d~2n- -2 .  
Proof. Let x = al "'" a2~-x-2 then xa~_x_ 1 can be spelled only from 
states in % and xa~_~ can be spelled only from states in /31. Thus  one 
cannot determine the initial vertex for xo before ~ is known which implies 
that d>/2  " -1 -  1 necessarily. Let x =x  lx~. . .x~xk+ 1 be a word such 
that ] xi [ = 2 ~-a - -  1 for i <~ k and [ xk+ 1 I < 2~-1 - -  1. A(Xl) has a row, 
say the ith, with all its entries equal to 1 (property 3). That  means that xx can 
be spelled beginning from vi and ending in any vertex. Choose vq = v i . 
I f  2 ~-1 - -  1 additional symbols in x are given (i.e., x~ is given), then A(x2) 
has a row, say the j th,  with all its entries equal to one. Define v~ --" vq,_x 
to be a sequence of vertices spelling x 1 from vi = vq and ending in 
v~,,~ = v~. The  process of spelling x is continued this way where at most 
2 ~ - -  2 consecutive symbols in x are required at each stage. After the final 
vertex v%_a)(~,_~ ) for spelling x~ "" x~_ 1 has been determined, we will 
choose the final vertex for spelling x~ in a way such that X~+l can be spelled 
from it. That  this is possible follows from property 4 above. Thus  d ~< 2 ~ - -  2 
and the theorem is proved. 
5. FINITE DELAY FOR REGULAR EVENTS 
We shall prove first the following: 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a graph with n-vertices solvable for some given ~+ 
with finite delay d. I f  d is the smallest number satisfying the conditions (1) and 
(2) in Definition 2 then d ~ 2 ~+1 - -  1. 
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Proof. Let x ~ X* be a word x - ~q "" ee with k ~> 2 ~ and consider the 
following sequence of matrices for a solvable graph with n vertices. 
A(,,1 ... (1) 
There must be two equal matrices in sequence (1) for there are at most 
2 n2 --  1 different nonzero Boolean matrices of order n, and the zero matrix 
cannot belong to a word in a solvable graph. Let G be a given but arbitrary 
graph with n vertices which is solvable for X+ with delay d, then G is also 
solvable with delay d + 1, this trivial fact is left as an exercise (or see [4]). 
Let m > 2 ~%1-  1 be an integer such that G is solvable with delay 
m (or bigger). If suffices to show that his implies the solvability of G with 
delay 2 **%1 -- 1. To prove this let x ~ ~+ be a word x = a 1 "" a kk ~> 2 ~+1. 
By the observation at the beginning of the proof x can be written in the form 
x -~ x~xzxaxx'x~'x~'y where [ x~x~x~ ] = ] XltX2'$ ~' l = 2~2' [Y I ~ 1, and 
(2) 
Given the word xlx2x~xl'x2'x ~' construct the word xx2~x~xl'22'x ~  where 
~2 is x 2 concatenated to itself as many times as necessary so as to get 
] x12~x ~ [ ~ m, and 2~' is derived in the same way from x~' so as to have 
[xl'£z'x3' [ ~/[x12exa l. The graph is assumed solvable with delay m or 
bigger and therefore a path spelling the word xl~2x 3can be determined from 
the above information. Let vq and vq be the initial and final vertex, respec- 
tively, of the path spelling xl2~x~, (note that Vio is already determined by 
xlY~x~). By (2) the matrices A(xa~x3) and A(xlx2x~) are equal and therefore 
it is possible to determine a path (not the same path, of course) for spelling 
xlx~x a with same initial and final vertices. I f  an additional word x" with 
t¢ t r tp  tt tt -~-- A "X  tt~ [x"[ 2"" is given then x"= xlxzxn, with A(xlxe) (1), and one 
can find a path spelling xl'x2'x 3' from vq using the same procedure with the 
extended word x~x-~x3x~'x-z'xa'x'~x-~'x' ~ satisfying [x~x-~'x~] /]x~'x-~'xa' [. Thus 
only the "information" stored in XlX2X ~ was used in order to determine v%, 
the information stored in x~x2xaxl'x(x 3' was used in order to determine a
path for xlx~x a etc. The final suffix of x can be handled in the same way by 
concatenating to x as many additional symbols as necessary. It follows thus 
from Definition 2 that A is solvable with delay 2 f XlX2X~ 1 -- 1 = 2 ~+1 -- 1. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a graph with n vertices solvable for some given 
regular event U C X + with finite delay d. I f  d is the smallest number satisfying 
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the conditions (1) and (2) in Definition 3 and u is the number of states of a minimal 
automaton defining U, then d <~ u • 2 ~+1 --  2u + 1. 
Proof. Let B be the minimal machine defining U and denote by so(y )
the state of B after the word y has been scanned by B. Let x = a 1 "" ae and 
consider the following sequence of pairs 
(A(o.1) , So(O.1)), (A(O.lff2) , go(o-lff2)),..., (_//(x), so(x)). (3) 
The maximal number of different pairs in the sequence (3) is u • (2 ~2 -- 1) 
and therefore if k is bigger than or equal to u(2 ~2 -- 1) + 1, then there must 
be two equal pairs in the sequence. Thus x can be written in the form 
x = xlx2x a , with A(xlx2) = A(x,) and So(X~X~) = s0(x~), implying that if the 
word x is accepted by U, then so is the word XlX2~X8 for any integer m. One 
can now copy the argument used in the proof of the previous Theorem 2 to 
prove that: If a graph G with n vertices is solvable with finite delay with respect 
to a regular event U C I +, then it is solvable with delay bigger than or equal 
to some integer m bigger than u • 2 n~+l --  2u + 1, and this implies that the 
graph is solvable with respect o U with delay ~2(u(2 ~ -- 1) -+- 1) --  1 = 
u • 2 n2+1 -- 2u + 1. The details are left to the reader. 
6. REMARKS 
(1) The bound given in Theorem 1 is not sharp. Using the same method 
used for proving Theorem 1, but using partitions with three or more non- 
empty blocks over the set of vertices, bounds higher than 2 ~-1 --  1 can 
easily be found. On the other hand, the alphabeta ~ used in the definition 
of Gn grow exponentially with n and one may ask whether there exist solvable 
graphs requiring exponential but finite delays and with bounded alphabet 27 
(e.g., with 27 restricted to two letters). We have no answer to this question. 
(2) The proof of Theorem 2 (and 3) gives some new insight into the nature 
of the problem. The proof depends heavily upon the fact that the sequence 
(1) of matrices contains two equal matrices provided that h >~ 2 "2. It is 
reasonable to assume that there exists an integer t much smaller than 2 n= 
such that two equal matrices will appear in any sequence of n × n Boolean 
matrices of the form (1) of length t or more. If such a t can be found, then the 
bound of Theorem 2 can be replaced by the bound 2t (2tu for Theorem 3). 
This possibility is to be expected in particular in the case where I is restricted 
to contain a small number of letters only, e.g., two. 
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